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Conflict In The Ogaden And
JIGJIGA, Ethiopia - A Heavy fighting has been recorded in the border of Ethiopia's Somali region [Ogaden] and Afar involving two tribes ... Sitti on the
border zone is a flashpoint of repeated ...
Over 100 killed in Ethiopia's Ogaden and Afar states following tribal clashes
Ethiopia is preparing to hold general elections in June against a background of multiple conflicts between the government and the country’s ethnic
groups ...
Ethiopian wars on multiple fronts
“In the Ogaden region [in which Dire Dawa is situated ... No one knows what might happen there if the current conflict festers and spreads.” Mona
Omar, Egypt’s former assistant foreign ...
Ethiopia’s ethnic fault lines
¹ Experts agree that the most destructive conventional war between two independent African states was waged between these two neighbours in
the 1977–78 Ogaden War.² The conflict, which assumed global ...
Regional Integration, Identity and Citizenship in the Greater Horn of Africa
Ethiopia fought a war with Somalia in 1977 over the disputed region of the Ogaden. In 1998 it fought ... by the federal army's victories in the conflict
against the TPLF over the last two months ...
Viewpoint: Why Ethiopia and Sudan have fallen out over al-Fashaga
MOMBASA, Kenya -- Following a barrage of accusations that the Rwandan government is fueling conflict in the eastern ... to allegations of genocide
in the Ogaden region of Ethiopia.
International Pressure Grows to Stave Off Rwanda-DRC Crisis
Sporadic clashes occurred in Oromia and Somali regional states between government troops and fighters from the Oromo Liberation Front (OLF) and
the Ogaden ... whom the conflict had found on ...
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Human Rights Developments
So ignoring or insufficient or ineffective intervention can also be a problem. How much sooner or less violent could the wars and conflicts have been
? The USA and China might have been able to meet ...
Cold War and War on Terror Casualties and De-escalation
Schulhofer-Wohl, Jonah 2018. Syria, Productive Antinomy, and the Study of Civil War. Perspectives on Politics, Vol. 16, Issue. 4, p. 1085. Østebø,
Terje and ...
Insurgent Fragmentation in the Horn of Africa
Clashes involving Ethiopia's two largest ethnic groups killed more than 300 people over several days last month, a federal official told AFP Friday,
the latest sign of instability ahead of ...
300 killed in March outbreak of Ethiopia ethnic violence, says official
Failure to thoughtfully integrate conflict management into state building will at best ... on Ethiopian soldiers and installations (‘“Skirmishes” in
Ethiopia’s Ogaden’2007). In response, the Ethiopian ...
Prospects for Peace in Somalia
to gain support against the Ethiopian Marxist regime during the Ogaden War. With Moscow only showing interest in Africa recently, observers quickly
related the visit to the earlier extension of ...
Somalia: Mohamed Farmaajo Defends Shock Term Limit Extension
He had triumphed in Angola, in the Ogaden and in Nicaragua ... First, he created the conflict. Once again, he authorized the flotilla of exiles to pick
up their relatives, but to avoid hesitation ...
Carlos Alberto Montaner: 40 Years have Passed since That Infamy
This, he said, has the danger of increasing conflicts as a result of competition for the ever diminishing resources.“If we also consider the
simultaneous occurrence of related disasters, such as ...
IGAD member states urged to increase resource allocation
A growing qualitative literature recognizes the potential for rebel group fluidity, yet the conflict field’s converging reliance on dyadic data obscures
pathways of defection that result in ...
Causal Pathways of Rebel Defection from Negotiated Settlements: A Theory of Strategic Alliances
One of Ethiopia's rebel groups – the Ogaden National Liberation Front (ONLF) – has agreed to continue peace talks with the government, it... was
revealed on Tuesday. Part 3 - In this three part series ...
Latest Stories
Ethiopia fought a war with Somalia in 1977 over the disputed region of the Ogaden. In 1998 it fought ... by the federal army's victories in the conflict
against the TPLF over the last two months ...
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Viewpoint: Why Ethiopia and Sudan have fallen out over al-Fashaga
The Ogaden National Liberation Front (ONLF), the ... for the prominence given by the two papers to Oromo issues and the conflict between the OLF
and the government. The four faced new charges ...
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